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ON NONLINEAR SCALAR VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS. I

BY

HANS ENGLER

Abstract. The scalar nonlinear Volterra integral equation

u(t) + f'g(t,s,u(s))ds-f(t)        (0«l)

is studied. Conditions are given under which the difference of two solutions can be

estimated by the variation of the difference of the corresponding right-hand sides.

Criteria for the existence of lima(() (as t -» oo) are given, and existence and

uniqueness questions are also studied.

0. Consider the scalar ordinary differential equation

(0.1) u'(t) + g(u(t)) = f'(t)        (0<A<7)

together with some initial condition «(0) = u0. The following facts are well known:

(i) If g is monotone nondecreasing and ux(-), u2(-) axe two solutions of (0.1) with

right-hand sides//,// in L\0, 7; R), then for any t g [0, 7]

(0.2) \ux(t)-u2(t)\^\ux(0)-u2(0)\+ f'\f{(s)-ff(s)\ds.

(ii) If g = g0 + gx, g0 being monotone nondecreasing and g, locally Lipschitz-con-

tinuous, then (0.1) together with an initial condition has at most one solution for any

/'inLHO, 7;R).
(iii) If g(u) = g0(u) - L ■ u, g0 monotone nondecreasing and L some nonnegative

number, then (0.1) has in fact a unique solution u for any/' that is the distributional

derivative of an essentially bounded function, and u - /is absolutely continuous.

(iv) Assume the situation described in (i); then

(0.3)      [T \u'x(s) - u'2(s)\ds < \ux(0) - «2(0)| + 2 • f \f{(s) -f2\s)\ds.

(v) Assume the situation described in (i). The conditions

(04) /{(*)< fi(t)    for a.e. A,

ux(0) < u2(0)
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imply

(0.5) «i(0<"2(0    for all A g [0,7].

A simple proof leading to (0.2) and (0.3) consists in subtracting the equations for

ux and for u2 from each other, multiplying the resulting identity for each t with

sign(w,(0 - "2(0)> and integrating from 0 to any fixed t. This gives (0.2) and an

estimate for

(' \g(uiis)) -g(ui(s))\ds,

from which (0.3) follows. The uniqueness property (ii) follows in a standard manner

by using Gronwall's lemma and (0.2), and (iii) can be shown by considering the

equation for v = u — f,

v'(t)+g(v(t)+f(t)) = 0,

and using standard local existence arguments [10] together with an estimate of the

type (0.2) for |p(0I = 1^(0 _ 0|- The comparison statement (v) is a consequence of

the fact " unique solutions do not cross". In this and in a following note, we want to

find corresponding conditions such that conclusions like (i)-(v) are true for solutions

of the scalar Volterra integral equation

(0.6) u(t)+ (' g(t,s,u(s))ds=f(t).

The more special cases

N

(0.7) g(t,s,u)= zZaj(t,s)kj(s,u),
i=l

(0.8) g(t,s,u) = g(t- s,u),

N

(0.9) g(t,s,u)=zZ°-,(t-s)k,(u)
;=i

will also be discussed. In the following §§1-3, we discuss conditions leading to

analogues of (ii), (i), (iii), respectively (in this order). In a following note, some

analogues of (iv) and (v) will be given. Frequent use will be made of various

transformations of (0.6), such as:

multiplication of (0.6) with a scalar function a(t),

convolution of (0.6) with a scalar function b(t) and addition of the resulting

equation and (0.6),

introduction of the new unknown function p(0 = "(0 ~~ /(0-

It is the stability of the equation of type (0.6) under these transformations that

turns out to be advantageous for a discussion of this class of equations. Nevertheless,

it seems that many of the results in this note are new even for the class of the

equations of the form

(0.10) u{t)+ (' a(t - s)k(u(s)) ds = f(t)
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which has been discussed extensively in the literature. We shall only discuss the case

where g(t, t,-)is well defined and g(t, s,-)is continuous in u (i.e., in (0.9), the a,(0)

should be finite and the kj should be continuous). The precise general assumptions

are listed below. Moreover, we shall only discuss equations that are "close" to the

o.d.e. case in the sense that e.g., in (0.9) var(a,; 0, 7) should be comparable to a,(0)

(although not necessarily bounded by a,(0)).

In the existing literature, uniqueness of solutions of (0.6) is well known if g(t, s, ■)

is locally Lipschitz-continuous (see [6 and 10]). For (0.10), uniqueness is known if k

is monotone nondecreasing and a(-) is positive, decreasing, and locally integrable

[14]. A related uniqueness result for (0.10)—as a consequence of a more general

theory on systems of equations—has been given in [2], although with a completely

different method. Estimates such as (0.2) can also be derived using the methods in

[2].
Existence results that include the case of a nondifferentiable right-hand side/have

been given in [4] for the special structure (0.7) with N = 1. If/is, say, of bounded

variation, then the existence of solutions follows for (0.10) from any of the numerous

a priori estimates for solutions of (0.10) (see [3, 7, 13]). Of course, local existence is

no problem. In the particular case where ux(t) = 0 (or more generally ux(t) = C) is

a solution, estimates of the type (0.2) have been given under various conditions (see

[3, 8, 9, 12, 13]), mostly in the case where g(t, s, u) = a(t - s) ■ 7c(u). Here one can

relax the conditions on either a(-) or on k considerably; it suffices to assume that k

satisfies certain sign conditions and a(-) is merely positive definite or that a is

decreasing and nonnegative and that

fU __
j   (sign k(r) + sign r) dr

as\u\ -» oo. The estimate corresponding to (0.2) is then

|«(/)|<g([/(0)| + j[V'(')I*)

with some function G that can be given explicitly. With a method similar to the one

employed in this note, an estimate of this type has been shown in [1] if k satisfies

/0"sign k(r) dr -» oo as |u| -» oo and if a satisfies a(0) S* f™\a'(s)\ ds.

Here is an overview of the results of this note if g has the form (0.9), which may

also serve as a collection of examples for our various results. Let u, ux, u2 be

solutions of (0.6) corresponding to right-hand sides/,/„ f2, and assume throughout

that a,(0) = 1 for all i.

(i) In Theorem 1.1 we prove that solutions of (0.6) with locally essentially bounded

right-hand sides are unique if the a, are absolutely continuous on some small interval

[0, e] and if the Jct are sums of nondecreasing and locally Lipschitz-continuous

functions. If the kj axe instead sums of affine and nondecreasing functions, then the

uniqueness assertion holds even for only measureable right-hand sides /, provided

u - fis required to be locally bounded and the £,(«(•)) are required to be locally

integrable.
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(ii) In Theorem 2.1 it is shown that the estimate (0.2) holds for 0 «£ t < 7 if the /V,

are nondecreasing and if var(a,; 0, 7) < a,(0) = 1.

(iii) As a consequence (using a suitable transformation) we show in Corollary 2.2:

If the a, are absolutely continuous on [0, 7] and the fc, are nondecreasing, up to

affine functions, then there exists C = C(T) such that

MO - u2(t)\ < C -{|/,(0) -/2(0)| + /J |(/, - f2)'(s)\ds^    for 0 < t < 7.

(iv) In Corollary 2.3 it is assumed that the &, are nondecreasing, the a, are

nonnegative and satisfy aj + c • a,- < 0 for some c > 0. Then

M0-«2(0l<e-"|/1(o)-/2(o)|

+ J'ec(S-')\(fl-f2)' + c-(fx-f2)\(s)ds.

(v) The assumptions of Corollary 2.4 are that u -* Kt(u) - Su is nondecreasing for

some 8 > 0, and that f^\a'(s)\eSsds < a,(0). We show that there exists an e > 0

such that for all t ^ 0

MO - u2(t)\ < e-\fx(0) -f2(0)\ + f *-«'-*>!(/, - f2)'(s)\ds.

This result reminds us of similar estimates that can easily be obtained for linear

Volterra equations using Laplace transform arguments. As a consequence, if f'(t) —>

fx as t -* oo, then u(t) -* ux.

(vi) In Corollary 2.5 it is assumed that the a, are positive, nonincreasing and

logarithmically convex, and that the kj axe nondecreasing. We then show that

\ux(t) - u2(t)\ < p(t), where p satisfies the ordinary differential equation p'(t) =

B(t)p(t) + k(t), p(0) = |/,(0) - /2(0)|, B(t) = max, log a'j(t) and k(t) =

\(fx — f2)'(t) — B(t)(fx(t) — f2(t))\. In other words, we obtain an estimate similar to

the one in (iv), with the factor e~" essentially replaced by mina,(0- As a conse-

quence, some well-known and some new properties of resolvent kernels for scalar

linear equations are derived.

(vii) In Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, an existence result is given: If the kj axe

nondecreasing, up to affine functions, if the a, are absolutely continuous on [0, 7],

and if |/(-)| and \kt(f(-) + C)\ axe integrable for all C G R, then a solution of (0.6)

on [0, 7] exists (which will be unique by the previous results).

In the concluding section of the paper, we give a similar outlook on the results in

part II of this note [17].

Here are some of the general assumptions that will be used below: The function

g(■, ■, w) is measurable for all u g R, g(t, s, ■) is continuous for almost all (/, s) g A

= {(r, s)\0 < s < t < 7} and for every M > 0 there exists some /xM g L:(A,R)

such that for all |a| < M

\g(t,s,u)\ + \d,g(t,s,u)\^ fiM(t,s).

If g has the structure (0.7), we assume that the /c, are measurable in s for fixed u,

continuous in u for a.e. fixed s, and that

(0.11) \k,(s,u)\^8M(s)
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if \u\ < M, with 8M g L}(0, 7; R). Also, in this case the a, and 3,a, are assumed to be

inLx(A,R).

If g has the structure (0.8), then dsg(s, u) should be measurable in 5 for fixed u,

continuous in u for a.e. fixed s, and an estimate of the form (0.11) should hold for

dsg(s, u). Also, g(0, •) should be continuous.

Finally, if g has the structure (0.9), then the a, should be absolutely continuous on

[0, 7], and the fc, should be continuous. We also assume that

(0.12) a,(0) = 1    for 1 < i < N.

If (0.6) is considered on [0, 00), then all these assumptions should hold on any

compact /-interval.

For u, v g R, (t, s) g A we abbreviate

(0.13) gx(t,s,u) = d,g(t,s,u),

(0.14) h(t, s; u, v) = (g(t, s, u) - g(t, s, p))sign(« - p),

(0.15) hx(t,s;u,v) = dth(t,s;u,v).

In the proofs, a simple argument will be used frequently which we state as

Lemma 0. Let q g D(A, R) such that 3,a g Ll(A, R) exists, and let p: [0, 7] -> R

be measurable such that

(0.16) p(t) = sign(q(t,t))   for a.e. t.

(a) Then

(0.17)    j\(t)jt{j'o q(t, s) ds) dt > f^ (\q(t, t)\ - £ |8ra(r, t)\dr) dt.

(b) If additionally for all(t,s) g A

(0.18) p(s)-q(t,s)=\q(t,s)\,

(0.19) p(s)-d,q(t,s) = -\dtq(t,s)\,

then

(0.20) f%(t)j.^ fl(,, s) ds) dt > ^ \q(Tt t)\du

Proof.

{T^Jttt^>s^)dt

= j%(t)\q(t,t)+f^tq(t,s)ds]jdt

= /Qr[p(0 ■ q(t, t) + f%(s) ■ ~q(s, t) ds} dt.
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To prove (0.17), we estimate this by

■" > C yq^' ̂ i~ FI ds~q^s' ^ds)dt-

To prove (0.20), we estimate

■■■ > F (/,(?)'q^'?) + FP^ ' 37^'r) ds) dt

= fTp(t) ■ q(T, t) dt = (T \q(T, t)\dt.        Q.E.D.
•'o •'o

It is a pleasure to thank Professor O. Staffans for a useful discussion on relations

between some of these results and those presented in [16] and Professor J. Levin for

illuminating comments, in particular for drawing the author's attention to the paper

[15].

1. This section contains some general uniqueness conditions for solutions of (0.6).

For the function g appearing in (0.6), define h(t, s; u, v) as in (0.14).

Theorem 1.1. Let g have the general properties listed in §0.

(i) Assume that for any M > 0 there exist e > 0, /i G l}(0, 7; R) such that for all

numbers u, v with \u\, \v\ < M and for all 0 < 5 < 7

(1.1) h(s, s; u,v) + p(s)-\u — v\^ J \hx(t, s; u,v)\dt.

Then for any essentially bounded and measurable right-hand side f there exists at most

one locally bounded solution u of (0.6) on [0, 7].

(ii) Assume that there exist e > 0, /x g L^O, 7; R) such that (1.1) holds for all u,

v g R and all 0 < s < 7. Then for any measurable right-hand side f there exists at

most one solution u(-) of (0.6), for which u — f is locally bounded and for which

(t, s) -» \g(t, s, u(s))\ + \gx(t, s, u(s))\ is integrable.

Proof. Let u, v be two solutions of (0.6) on [0, 7], and assume that (u - v) = 0

on [0, ?0] for some f0. We show that (u - v) = 0 on some larger interval [0, ?,].

In (i), there exists some M > 0 such that |a(0| + \v(01 < Af for 0 < r < 7. Let

e > 0, ju G L^O, 7; R) be given such that (1.1) holds. Subtract the equations for u

and p, and put

(1.2) />(0 = sign(u(0-i>(0),

(1.3) q(t, s) = g(t, s, u(s)) - g(t, s, v(s)) + p(s)-(u(s) - v(s)).

Thus for t0 < t < /0 + e = tx,

(1.4) u(t) - v(t) + f q(t, s) ds = f p.(s) -(u(s) - v(s)) ds.
'o 'o

The assumptions for g imply that (u - v)(-) is absolutely continuous; thus differen-

tiate (1.4), multiply with/?(0, and integrate from t0 to t < tx. Using (0.17), this gives

|«(t) - p(t)| + j  h(s,s;u(s),v(s)) ds

(1-5) T  r
< /     /    |/z1(a, s\ u(s), v(s))\dods

t0     s
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which implies by assumption (1.1)

(1.6) |«(t)-p(t)|< f n(s)-\u(s)-v(s)\ds.

Gronwall's lemma [19] then implies that u = v on [r0, tx\. By a standard argument,

u = v on [0, 7] follows.

To prove uniqueness in (ii), we proceed in the same way, the only change being

that e and ju.( •) are chosen independently of any bounds on u and p.    Q.E.D.

If g has the structure
N

(1.7) g(t,s,u)= Y.ai(t,s)kj(s,u),
i=i

then a uniqueness result follows by checking the assumption of the theorem above:

Corollary 1.2. (i) Assume that for any M > 0 there exists jti g 7^(0, 7; R) such

that u -* kj(s, u) + n(s)u is nondecreasing on [-M, M]for all i and almost all s. Also,

assume that there are K, e > 0 such that for all i and almost all 0 < s < 7

(1.8) / '\d,ai(t,s)\dt*zai(s,s)^K.
Js

Then the uniqueness conclusion in Theorem l.l(i) holds.

(ii) Assume that the fc, and a, satisfy the properties stated in (i) with \i( ■) independent

of M. Then the uniqueness conclusion of Theorem 1.1 (ii) is true.

One might ask if the uniqueness assertion in (i) of the above theorem remains

valid if unbounded right-hand sides /(■) are also allowed. That this is not the case

can be seen from the following

Counterexample. Let g0: [0,1] X R -> R be defined by

g0(0, u) = 0   for all u,

g0(t,u) = y <=» y3 + f • t ■ y = u,   if 0 < / < 1, u g R,

and let r: (0,1) —> R be any integrable function for which

liminf |/-(0| = oo    as / -* 0.

Define g(t, s, u):= -g0(s, u — r(sy). Then g does not depend on t (the integral

equation below will be equivalent to an ordinary differential equation), and g is

globally Lipschitz-continuous in u, uniformly on any interval [i"0,1] with t0 > 0, and

also locally Lipschitz-continuous in u, uniformly on [0,1]; thus it is clear that the

assumptions of Theorem l.l(i) hold for this g. Consequently, for any bounded

measurable right-hand side/the equation

u(t)+ [' g(t,s,u(s))ds=f(t)

has at most one solution u for which u - fis absolutely continuous (and, in fact, this

solution will exist for any bounded measurable /; see the arguments in §3). But one

checks easily that for the unbounded right-hand side f(t) = r(t), we have the

solutions   u(t) = r(t),   v(t) = r(t) + |j3/2,   w(t) = r(t) - |r3/2.   To   guarantee
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uniqueness for general unbounded right-hand sides, one therefore needs monotonic-

ity and/or a global Lipschitz condition, as expressed in the conditions of Theorem

1.1; this phenomenon does not occur for ordinary differential equations (which

would correspond to right-hand sides with bounded variation).

A uniqueness result related to the one stated above has been given in [15] for

solutions of

(1.9) q(u(t),t)+ [' Z bj(t,s)gi(t,s,u(s))ds=f(t),

assuming comparable regularity properties for Zj,, g, and/(Lipschitz continuity of g,

in t, a slightly weaker assumption for 3,o,(/, s), and/should be continuous and have

bounded variation), but permitting functions q that are merely strictly increasing in

u. Under the regularity assumptions used in this paper, the additional assumptions

of [15] are

(1.10) u -» gj(t, s, u) is nondecreasing,

(1.11) u -» 3,g,(?, s, u) is nonincreasing,

(1.12) / -» bj(t, s) is nonincreasing and nonnegative,

and these conditions should hold on sets {.s|max(0, t - e) < s < t < oo} with e > 0.

In the notation (0.14), (0.15), these conditions mean

hx(t, s; u,v) < 0 < h(t, s; u,v).

This implies that (1.1) holds with /x = 0, and we therefore have uniqueness even for

arbitrary measurable/(•) if q(u, t) = u. It is not clear, however, how to extend the

proof of Theorem 1.1 to equations of the form (1.9), except if q is (at least) locally

Lipschitz-continuous in both variables.

In [14], a remarkable result is given for the convolution equation with one

nonlinearity (0.10), which asserts uniqueness also for unbounded positive decreasing

kernels a(-) and increasing nonlinearities fc. This situation obviously is excluded in

the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. The uniqueness question for nonconvolution

equations (with one monotone nonlinearity) or equations with several monotone

nonlinearities and singular kernels therefore remains open, except if one adds the ad

hoc assumption that all nonlinearities are also (locally or globally) Lipschitz-con-

tinuous.

2. Next, conditions are given under which estimates of the type (0.2) can be

derived. We start with a simple result.

Theorem 2.1. Let g satisfy the assumptions o/§0 and assume that for all u, v g R,

0 < s < 7

/T
\hx(t,s; u, v)\dt.

// ux, u2 are two solutions of (0.6) with right-hand sides /,, f2 for which fx — f2 is

absolutely continuous, then for all 0 < t < 7

(2.2) Mr) - «2(0NI/i(0) -/2(0)| +  f |(A -f2)'(s)\ds.
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Proof. We take the difference of «,(•) and u2(-) and differentiate the result.

Multiplication with sign(w,(0 _ u2(t)) = pit) and integration over [0, t] gives the

estimate

MO-«2(0I + jfp(*)^(jf ?(*,/•)<//■)<&

= |/i(0) -/2(0)| + /' ih-f2)'is) -p(s) ds

with q(s, r) = g(s, r, ux(r)) - g(s, r, u2(r)). Then (2.1) and (0.17) imply that the

integral on the left-hand side of (2.3) is nonnegative, and (2.2) follows.   Q.E.D.

By transforming (0.6), we next deduce some consequences.

Corollary 2.2. Let g have the structure (0.7), ana" assume that

(i)for all i, s —> \Oj(s, s)\ is essentially bounded,

(ii) for all i, all measurable sets E C [0, 7], and all 0 < s < 7

/ |3,a,(j, Ok <8(|£|) •*,(*,*),
J[s,T]nE

where \E\ denotes the Lebesgue measure of E and 8(h) = o(l) as h -» 0,

(iii) there exists p g 7^0, 7; R) such that for all i and a.e. s

u -» kj(s, u) + ii(s) ■ u

is nondecreasing.

Then there exists K > 0, depending on 8(-), on p and on 7, such that for any two

solutions ux, u2 of (0.6) with right-hand sides fx, f2

(2.4)      M0 " "2(01 < a:-(|/i(o) -/2(o)| + /J |(A -/2)'(*)|&)

for all 0 < t < 7, if the right-hand side is finite.

Proof. Multiply the equation (0.6) with L ■ eLi'~'\ integrate from 0 to t, add the

result to (0.6) and define Wj(t) = e~Lt ■ Uj(t). The constant L > 0 will be specified

later in the proof. Then w. satisfies

N

Wj(t) + L- f'Wj(s)ds+  zZ (' al(t,s)ki(s,wJ(s))ds

(2-5)

= fj(t)+  E ['a,(t,s)eLsn(s)wJ(s)ds,
i-lJ0

with

(2.6) a,(i, s) = e-uaj(s, s) + [' e-Lr^-a,(r, s) dr,
Js "r

(2.7) "kj(s, w) = kj(s, eLs ■ w) + n(s) ■ eLsw,

(2-8) fj(t)=fj(0) + £e-L<fj'(s)ds.
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Choose L > 0 big enough such that for a.e. 5 and all i

(2.9) Oj(s, s) > jT e-L(r~s) ^at(r, s) dr,

using assumption (ii). Thus

(2.10) ci,(s,s)> £\f-raj(r,s)dr

for all j and a.e. s. Thus we can apply Theorem 2.1 to (2.5), and (2.2) implies

(2.11) W0-w»(0l<l/i(0)-/2(0)|+ f'\(A-f2y(s)\ds

+ L f Ms,') + f ^fl,-.('-,*)p-}eL>(j)K(5) - w2(s)\ds.

Using Gronwall's lemma and recalling the definition of the Wj then proves (2.4).

Q.E.D.
In a similar manner, we get

Corollary 2.3. Let g have the structure (0.8), and assume that g satisfies

(i) g(t, ■) is nondecreasing for all t,

(ii) for some a G R, gx(t, ■) + a ■ g(t, ■) is nonincreasing for all t G [0, 7'].

If ux, u2 are two solutions of (0.6) with fx — f2 absolutely continuous, then for all

t G [0, 7]

(2.12) M0-"2(0|<e-«'|/i(0)-/2(0)|

+ (' e«(*->\(fx-f2)'(s) + a-(fx-f2)(s)\ds.

The proof uses the transformation Wj(t) = e°" ■ Uj(t), such that vv, satisfies (0.6)

with g(t, s, u(s)) replaced by g(t, s, Wj(s)) = e°"g(t — s, e'asWj(s)) and with fj(t)

replaced by fj(t) ■ e°". A straightforward application of Theorem 2.1 then implies

(2.12).
This estimate implies for a > 0 that «,(•) and u2(-) will both have the same limit

(or neither will have a limit) if |(/, -/2)(0I + K/i ~ fi)V)\ ^ 0 for / -^ oo. If

g(?,0) = 0 for all t and a > 0, then any solution of (0.6) with \f(t)\ + \f'(t)\ < K

for all t will be uniformly bounded on [0, oo). Any ordinary differential equation

(2.13) u'(t) + a ■ u(t) + k(u(t))=f'(t) + a-f(t)

is equivalent to an integral equation for which Corollary 2.3 can be applied.

We next give a result that allows us to estimate the difference of two solutions in

terms of (/, — f2)' alone by a similar exponential expression.

Corollary 2.4. Assume that g has the form (0.9) and that there exists 5 > 0 such

that for all i

(i)u -^kj(u) — 8 ■ u is nondecreasing,

(ii)f(?\a'j(s)\-eSsds^aj(0) = l.
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Then there exists e > 0 such that for any two solutions ux, u2 of (0.6) with fx - f2

absolutely continuous

(2.14) MO " "2(01 < e-"|/i«>) "/2(0)| + /' e-«<-*\(fx-f2)'(s)\ds

for all t > 0.

As a consequence of this estimate, for any solution «(•) of (0.6) for which

f'(t) -» a (t -* oo) we have u(t) -» ux as t -» oo, and w^ is the unique number for

which

(2.15) l>,(oo)fc,(0 = «•
l-l

Indeed, assumptions (i) and (ii), respectively, imply that a,(oo) > 0 and fc,: R -> R is

one-to-one, thus (2.15) has a solution ux. Now ux solves (0.6) with right-hand side

f(t) = / ■ a +   £ [' (at(s) - a,(oo)) & • fc,(wJ + Mqo,

thus

f(t) = a+ L(a,(0-«,M)£,(«J-
i-i

Comparing w( •) to w^ gives

l«(0 - «J < e~1/(o) - «J

+ /' e«*-» ■ f'(s) - a -  £ (a,(s) - fl,(M)),,(uJ ds

and thus w(0 -» "«, as ' ~* °°.

Proof of Corollary 2.4. Taking the convolutions of (0.6) with -e • e~" and

adding the result to (0.6) gives a new equation for Vj(t) = e" • Uj(t), namely

N

vj(t)+ L f^i-j)^,^))*
i=i °

(2-16)

+ /'  L(S-ai(t-s)-e)-vJ(s)ds=fJ(t),

with (cf. the proof of Corollary 2.2)

(2.17) 5,(0 = 1+ [' e"a'j(s)ds,

(2.18) kj(s, v) = eES • kj(e-esv) -Sv,

(2.19) fJ(t)=fj(0) + f^e%'(s)ds.
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Fix e > 0 small enough such that for all i

(2.20) a,(0) - jf    e"\a'j(s)\ds > |

and e < 8. Then the integral operator on the left-hand side of (2.16) satisfies the

assumptions of Theorem 2.1, and the conclusion (2.14) follows from (2.2), recalling

the definition of v}.    Q.E.D.

If g has the structure (0.9) and if the kernels a, are log-convex, then the factor e'et

in (2.12) can be replaced by essentially min, a,(/). More generally:

Corollary 2.5. Let g have the structure (0.7), let the a, be positive, and assume that

dtat(t, s) < 0 for a.e. (t, s) g A and that

(2.21) 0> 3,3,log a, GLJ( A)

for all i. Also, assume that u •-» kt(s, u) is nondecreasing for a.e. s. Define

(2.22) 0(0= max ̂f
i     a,(?,0)

Ifux, u2 are two solutions of (0.6) with right-hand sides fx, f2, let

(2.23) fc(0=|(/i-/2)'(0-/3(0-(/i-/2)(0|.

Then

(2.24) \ux(t) - u2(t)\ ^p(t)   forallt^O,

where

(2.25) p'(t) = B(t)-P(t) + k(t),       P(0) =\fx(0) - f2(0)\.

In other words,

(2.26)  MO-«2(OI<MO-(l/i(o)-/2(o)|

+ /J T^y |(/i - fiYis) - B(s)(fx - f2)(s)\ds)

with

(2.27) b(t) = e\p(f'B(s)ds\.

Proof. Define Vj(t) = (b(t))'1 ■ Uj(t). Then

(2.28) -,(,) +  ij'o^^k,(s,b(s)-vJ(s))ds=f^).

Now p >-> fc,(^, 6(0 • p) is nondecreasing, and (2.21) and the definition of b imply

ct   3 a,(t,s) rr d,ai(t,s)b(t)-aj(t,s)d,b(t)

I dt~b(tydt = -l b^t) dt

_ a,(s,s)  _ at(T,s)       Qj(s,s)

b(s) b(T)     "     b(s)    ■
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Thus we can apply Theorem 2.1 to get (2.26) or equivalently (2.24) and (2.25).

Q.E.D.
In the special case of the equation

(2.29) r(t,s) + f a(t,r)r(r,s) dr = a(t,s)    for t > s

for a kernel a satisfying the assumptions of Corollary 2.5, we get some well-known

results on r(t, s), the resolvent of a(t, s) (cf. [10]).

(i) In this situation, for fixed s, one obtains b(t) = a(t, s) in (2.27). Then (2.26)

implies that

|r(f,-01 < a(t,s)    for? > .?.

It is well known that in this situation in fact r(t, s) > 0 (cf. also [17]).

(ii) Assume that aa(t, s)/ds\l=s is finite and nonnegative for all j > 0. Then the

derivative r2(t, s) = dr(t, s)/ds satisfies

(2.30)

r2(t,s)+  /   a(t, t)/*2(t, s) dr = a(t, s) ■ r(s, s) + — a(t, s)    fortes.
Js as

A straightforward application of (2.26) then gives the estimate

(2.31)        \r2(t, s)\ < a(t, s) •   ^| + a2(s) + a2(s)\ - ^a(t, s),

with the abbreviations ax(s) — a(s, s) and a2(s) = da(t, s)/ds\,^s. It will be shown

in [17] that under these conditions actually r2(t, s) > 0.

(iii) It is not clear how to derive an estimate for dr(t, s)/dt in this way.

In [15], an estimate of the form (2.2) was given for solutions of (1.9) under the

assumptions listed in (1.10)—(1.13). There it was also noted that it suffices to show

(2.2) for u2 = 0, since the difference of two solutions of (0.6) will again satisfy an

equation of this form.

3. In this section we give conditions under which (0.6) will have a solution. We

treat the general case of nondifferentiable /(•)• Under the conditions given the

solution will be unique. For simplicity, in this section let

(3.1) g(r, .5,0) = 0    forO < .y < i < T.

The first result gives conditions that guarantee the existence of solutions on small

time intervals.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that g has the properties listed in §0 a«a" that there exists a

p(-) G 7^0, 7;R+) such that for a.e. 0 < s < Tandallu, v

/T
\hx(t, s; u, v)\dt,

(3.3) fTlt(s)-\f(s)\ds<cX,

(3.4) fT \g(s,s,f(s) + K)\ds < oo for all K^ R.

Then (0.6) has exactly one solution u(-) such that u(-) — /(•) is absolutely continuous

on [0, 7].
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Proof. For M > 0, \etpM(v) = min(-Af,max(p, M)). Then define for 0 < a < 1

and M > 0 the operator

(3.5) F° (p)(0 = -*■/' g(', *, Pm(v(s)) +/(*)) *

if p G 7^(0, 7; R), /> < oo fixed. We list some properties of F^:

(i) Flf has values in a bounded set in 7°°(0, 7; R). From (3.2) and (3.4) it follows

that for -M < p(0 < M

g(s, s, f(s) -M)+ p(s)  (-M - v(s)) < g(s, s, v(s) + f(s))

<g(s,s,f(s) + M)+ii(s)-(M-v(s))

and thus for 0 < s < / < 7

(3.7) \g(t, s, f(s) + v(s))\K \g(s, s, f(s) + v(s))\

+ f\gx(r,s,f(s) + v(s))\dr

< 2-\g(s,s,f(s) + v(s))\ + p(s)-\f(s) + v(s)\,

thus|F£(p)(OI< CMfoxa.e.t.

(ii) Fl, is continuous from 7^(0, 7; R) into 7^(0, 7; R). This follows from the

Caratheodory-conditions that we assumed in §0.

(iii) Fl, has values in a bounded set in W^QO, 7], R). To show this, notice that

Fhii v)i') is differentiable a.e., and

(3.8) f |^»(p)(0 dt < f (2-\g(t, t,f(t)+PM(v(t)))\
Jo   I"' •'o

+ ^(')-\PM(v(t))+f(t)\)dt,

and the argument of (i) shows that this integral is bounded.

(iv) Thus Fl,: L"(0, 7; R) -+ L"(0, 7; R) is completely continuous,

(v) Any solution p of p(-) = 7^(p)(-) on [0, 7] satisfies an estimate

(3.9) esssup|p(0| < C*,

where the constant C* is independent of M. This follows by comparing p with

w = 0, which is a solution of

w(t) = Fl,(w)(t) + of' g(t,s,f(s))ds.
Jo

In a manner that is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.1, and using (3.2), we get

(3.io)      |p(0l=|e(0-"(0l

< [' \v(s)\ ■ p(s) ds +  ['   -r f g(s,r,f(j))dTds
J0 •'0      "i ^0

< C+ f n(s)\v(s)\ds,

and Gronwall's lemma implies the desired result.
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We now apply a standard degree argument to the family of mappings (Fg. + X)0^a<1

on a sufficiently large ball about the origin in 7^(0, 7; R). Since FM has a unique

fixed point (namely 0), F^. + x will have at least one fixed point p* [11]. By (v),

||p*||L=o < C*, thus p* is in fact a solution of

v*(t)+ [' g(t,s,f(s) + v*(s))ds = 0.

Putting u(t) = f(t) + p*(0 we obtain a solution of (0.6). Theorem 1.1 implies that

u must be unique if u - /is to be essentially bounded.    Q.E.D.

Property (3.2) is true if g has the structure (0.7), if the a, satisfy

(3.11) fT\o,a,(t, s)\dt < Oj(s, s)^K

for a.e. * and if the fc, satisfy

(3.12) u -> kj(s, u) + p(s) ■ u

is nondecreasing for some ja. In particular, if g has the structure (0.9), if the a, are

absolutely continuous and if the fc, are nondecreasing (up to linear functions), then

(3.2) always holds on some small interval that can be fixed a priori. A standard

translation-induction argument then allows to continue the solution, if the data

permit this.

Corollary 3.2. Let g,f be as in Theorem 3.1, with the exception that in (3.2) T is

replaced by min(.s + e, 7) for some e > 0. Also assume that for a.e. 0 < s < t < 7

and all u G R

(3.13) |g(',*,«)| <K-\g(s,s,u)\ +b(s)

with some K > 0 and b G 71(0, 7; R). Then (0.6) has a unique solution u(-) on [0, T]

for which u —fis absolutely continuous.

To prove this corollary, assume that the solution has already been constructed on

some [0, Tx] (by Theorem 3.1) and rewrite (0.6) on [7„ 7, + e] as

(3.14) u(t) +  (' g(t, s, u(s)) ds = - fT' g(t, s, u(s)) ds +f(t).

(3.6) and (3.7) show that

f\(t,s,u(s))\ds^K.

Thus an application of Theorem 3.1 implies that the solution has a unique continua-

tion on [0, 7, + e].    Q.E.D.

From these arguments it also follows that (3.13) can be omitted from the

assumptions if /is essentially bounded. It is easy to set up conditions that guarantee

a function g of the separable structure (0.7) or (0.9) to meet the assumptions of

Corollary 3.2: If g has the form (0.9), it is sufficient to assume that the a, are in

L}(0, 7). Also, u -» kj(u) + ju • u should be nondecreasing for some nonnegative fi,

and s -> p ■ \f(s)\ + £,|fc,(/(0 + K)\ should be integrable for all real numbers K.
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For equations of the form (0.7), conditions similar to (3.11) and (3.12) have to hold.

In particular, if the fc, are strongly growing, then this condition gives a quite precise

statement about the admissible forcing function/(-); on the other hand, if the fc, are

nondecreasing (p = 0), but only slowly growing, then also nonintegrable right-hand

sides /can be admitted.

As an example, consider the equation with one nonlinearity

(0.10) u(t)+ [' a(t - s)k(u(s)) ds = f(t)
Jo

with  some absolutely continuous kernel a(-), a(0) = 1.  If k(u)= sinhu,  then

solutions exist and are unique for any measurable right-hand side/for which

\exp\f(s)\\ds < oo.
o

If k(u) = log(max[l, u]), then solutions exist and are unique for any measurable

right-hand side/for which

CT
f    log(max{l, f(s)}) ds < oo.

These examples suggest that an 7;'-setting for scalar equations of the form (0.6) or

even (0.10) is not always adequate. It is not clear, however, how to extend the results

given here to systems of equations. For a different approach to equations of the

form (0.10) that works also for systems and that gives existence results for / g

7^(0, 7), see [4 and 5].

Conclusion and outlook. The scalar Volterra integral equation

(0.6) u(t) + f'g(t,s,u(s))ds=f(t)

has been studied, and conditions for g have been given such that for two solutions

ux, u2 of (0.6) with right-hand sides/,,/2

(*) ll"i - «2llz.~(0,:r;R) <|/i(0) -/2(0)| +|(/, - /2)'||z,'(o,r;R)-

In the case where g(t, s, u) = E,<Ara,(? - s)k,(u), these conditions reduce to

kj(-) is nondecreasing,    var(a,;0, 7) < a,(0).

Various transformations have been employed to give versions of (*) with weight

factors on the right-hand side, thus displaying the Lipschitz character of the solution

operators for (0.6) from W1,1^, 7], R) (equipped with various norms) into

7°°(0, 7; R). The case 7 = oo is included. As a consequence, uniqueness and

existence results have been derived.

In part II of this note [17], it will be shown that under closely related conditions

the solution operators for (0.6) are actually Lipschitz continuous from W1-1^, 7], R)

into itself. More specifically, if g(t, s, u) has the special form above and a,(0) > 0,

var(a,;0, T) < oo, the following results will be shown (u, ux, u2 axe solutions

corresponding to f,fx,f2):

(i) If the fc, are nondecreasing and var(a,; 0, 7) «£ a,(0) - c for some c > 0, then

f |("i - u2)'(t)\dt < (2c-1 - 1)|A(0) -/2(0)| + 2c'1 T \(fx-f2)'(t)\dt.
•'0 ^0
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(ii) If the fc, are nondecreasing, then var(/'; 0, 7) < oo implies var(w'; 0, 7) < oo.

(iii) If the fc, are nondecreasing, up to affine functions, then there is a constant

C = C(T) such that

llMl — U2llW'-1([0, T]) < C\\fl ~ /2||«'1'1([0, T])-

(iv) Assume that the fc, are nondecreasing and var(a,; 0, oo) < a,(0) - c for some

c> 0, and define X(f) = {vv g R|/0°°|E,a,.(j)fc,.(w) -f'(s)\ ds < oo}. If X(f) *

0, then u(t) -> ux G X(f) as t -» oo.

(v) If the fc, are nondecreasing, ec'a,(0 is nonincreasing for some c > 0, and

0 < fo°aiis) ds < oo, then there are C0, C, > 0, such that for all 7

ll"l - ul\w<T) < Qll/j -/2||^(T),

where IImIIh,^ = |«(0)| + /0r{|"'(OI + Cx|«(0|} dt.
(vi) Under the assumptions of (v), /0°°{|/'(OI + 1/(0 -/J} dt < oo implies

/o-{|«'(OI + l"(0 - «J} dt < oc, where

v<   I*00 —

"<=o + X, /     «,-(*)*'MO =/«•

(vii) If the fc, are nondecreasing, the a, are integrable and nonincreasing, and

meas({.y < t|a,(O|0}) > t/2 for all f, then the conclusion of (v) is true.

Also, various comparison results will be shown. In the special case above, assume

that the fc, are nondecreasing and the a, are nonincreasing and nonnegative.

(viii) If /,(0) < /2(0) and (/, - f2)' < 0 a.e., then ux(t) < m2(0 for all t.

As consequences, asymptotic results can be derived:

(ix) If a,(oo) > 0, /o°°(a,(0 ~ a,(oo)) dt < oo, and some of the fc, are strictly

increasing and onto, then lim ess sup[(i00)|/'(-) - )8| = 0 for some B implies that u

has a limit as t -» oo.

(x) Assume that fc,(0) = 0, fc,(a) ■ [fc,(w + 1)]_1 -> 1 as \u\ -» oo, e"a,(0 is nonin-

creasing for some c > 0, and /0°°(1 + 0 " Oj(t)dt < oo. If /(•) is measurable,

bounded, and has a limit at co, then so does «(•)•
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